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The F-104G KG-101 (c/n 8001) looks wonderful and very operational when seen from one of the ex 
Laarbruch QRA guardance towers. Here it is seen on the Weeze photocall on May 21st this year when a lot 
of people got the opportunity to photograph this and other aircraft on a small static show. The F-104 is seen 
here before the shelter it is parked most of the time.  (Weeze, 21 May 2006, Harry Prins) 
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INTERNATIONAL F-104 SOCIETY 

 

 
 

“Zipper” is a magazine fully dedicated to the Lockheed F-104 Starfighter. 
It is published once and a while by the IFS, the International F-104 Society. 
The contents of “Zipper” may not be reproduced in any way anywhere, in 

 whole or in part, without prior written permission of the IFS. The IFS, 
 including the publication of "Zipper", is entirely run by volunteers and 

has no commercial objectives. 
 

 
 

IFS HOMEPAGE   http://www.starfighters.nl/Int_f104_society 

IFS BULLETIN BOARD http://www.forum4free.com/ifs.html 
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IFS news  
 
Hello all, 

 
After the F-104 has ended its flying military career, more and more people are 
missing the magic sound of the 104 so badly that they start up projects to make them 
flyworthy again. Of course we hope all these dreams will come true… 
More about these plans and also restoration projects can be found inside this new 
electronic episode of ZIPPER. 
 
The IFS website is still under heavy maintenance to assure the information will match 
the new direction of the International F-104 Society. Sadly we encountered a lot of 
delay due to other priorities but hopefully soon we will continue the web-job. 
 
Our IFSBB (The IFS bulletin board / web-forum for IFS members to discuss all kind 
of topics) is well visited. But we expect more members to join !!!!! 
You will find interesting topics including stuff for sale etc.. 
 
IFS HOMEPAGE    http://www.starfighters.nl/Int_f104_society 

IFSBB (BULLETIN BOARD)  http://www.forum4free.com/ifs.html 
 
 
Webnews 
A few interesting links which we found or received are: 
 
http://www.starfighters.ontheweb.nl 
http://www.stavenfreak.ontheweb.nl 
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=9111079258276878595&q=f-104  
http://www.spiegel.de/panorama/0,1518,388423,00.html 
http://www.josephawalker.com/jaw11.htm 
http://www.navyair.com/C9-CF-104-1.wmv 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pRauRB493Vo 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xKxOCwh7JsU&search=starfighter 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r8wubT43Ww8&search=starfighter 
http://www.wvi.com/~sr71webmaster/sr-71~1.htm 
http://www.wvi.com/~sr71webmaster/srloss~1.htm 
http://www.arizonawrecks.com/ 
http://www.pugetsoundvideo.net/NAE%20Jan%2025th%2006%20700%20B.wmv 
 
Have fun!! 
 

Harry “choco” Prins 
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Country Corner 
 
 The latest Starfighter news in the world… 

 

 

 

Compiled by Harry Prins (thanks to various members) 
 

Belgium 
 

FX47 surprise!! 
In April we were surprised by the news brought to us by Vincent Vanhuysse from 
Belgium. He told us that they almost finished a public-secret project at Bevekom 
where he is working with the “1st Wing Historical Center”. A small team lead by him 
have fully restored F-104G FX47 (c/n 9090) wearing the colour scheme used in the 
early 60s. Also he handed over some pictures showing the spectacular appearance. 
A really nice job thanks to the small project group. 
At the moment the project was revealed to them, a few things had to be done. These 
included polishing the whole aircraft, mounting a complete J79 engine and mounting 
the tail-section. The engine will not run anymore but is still in rather good shape 
thanks to the good treatment by the people from Saffraanberg where it was obtained. 
The aft-fuselage is from aircraft FX69 however the team had to replace the horizontal 
tail due to corrosion. They fixed this by an exchange with the Norwegian CF-104D 
team at Bodo. Two wings for 1 horizontal tail…. 
The project took 5 years and in September this year it will be officially presented at 
Kleine Brogel during the “defense days”. The cockpit is 80% complete and the 
aircraft includes the launchers. 
 

 
 

It could have been taken in early 60s but it was in May 2006!!! (Bevekom, May 2006, Vincent Vanhuysse) 
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The people who did the magnificant job…. From left to right Luc Van Grinderbeek (historic information 
specialist for Kleine Brogel Starfighter operations and cockpit specialist), Denis Vanhuysse (stencilling, 
airframe etc.) and Vincent Vanhuysse (Project leader, airframe, paintshop, polishing etc). 
(Bevekom, May 2006, Stef de Wit) 

 
When you are interested to follow all the activities of the FX47 enthusiast group you 
are advised to check frequently their website. Lots of information and photos can be 
found on the location beneath: 
http://www.baha.be/Webpages/Navigator/News/Special%20Features/f104g_restored/fx47_restored.ht

m 
 

Johan Bringmans project 
Recently Mark Wassenaar contacted Johan Bringmans regarding his Starfighter 
restoration project. The project was still going strong but it seams to be a lot of work. 
His Starfighter is the old Belgium FX69 (c/n 9115) of which only the fuselage is used. 
The tail was retrieved from the FX58 (c/n 9101). The original tail of FX69 can now be 
found on the restored FX47 (see above!!)  
Because he needed lots of spare parts he acquired two Starfighter bodies from 
Florennes (ABDR FX70, c/n 9119) and Brussels (wreck of FX18, c/n 9040). 
For us this was news since we never saw any reports any more of these aircraft 
since late 90s. 
 
 
Resume Belgium :  
FX47     c/n 9090       F-104G       Preserved, tail from FX69                 Bevekom          May 2006 
FX69     c/n 9115       F-104G       Restored, tail from FX58                  Gosselies          May 2006 
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Denmark 
 

Starfighters in Denmark 
Early May 2006 Bert Oostmeijer visited Denmark. He wrote a separate article inside 
this ZIPPER about the Starfighters he saw during his short vacation while visiting 
Karup AB.  
 
Swedish move 
In June 2006 CF-104D RT-667 was handed over to a Swedish Museum by the 
Danish Air Force. It is on loan and they got  a Swedish FireFly aircraft back in return. 
See for more information inside this country-corner with “Sweden”. 
 

 

Germany 

 

Weeze flugtag “F-104 special day” 
On Sunday May 21st, the Niederrhein 
Aviation Society together with the owners of 
the KG-101 organized a small photo call at 
the QRA area at the former R.A.F. 
Laarbruch  base. The photo call was meant 
to give everyone the opportunity to 
photograph the preserved jet aircraft in the 
best possible conditions. Furthermore it 
included celebration of the Niederrhein 
Aviation Society's 3rd anniversary.  
 
Next to the three QRA area aircraft, F-104G 
8001 “KG-101”, F-104G FX52 and a Polish 
AF MIG21MF “2008” fighter, also other 
aircraft could be found on the static show as 
well as an aviation shop, market place and 
collectors of private cockpits. 
 
Surprise of the day was without any doubt the F-104G Starfighter 24+11 (werknr 
8151) which was found inside the shelter and home of the Belgium Starfighter FX52. 
This former Luftwaffe bird had sustained some damage in the past due to scrapping 
activities at Buchel in 2002, especially destroying the forward cockpit section.  
  
The aircraft was bought by Steven Alex (USA IFS member) as main spare parts 
source and was retrieved from the Seiferthofen museum area arriving at Niederrhein 
on March 20th this year. It had been lying around on a grass field at Seifertshofen for 
a number of years and still carries instructional airframe code “C039”.  
The aircraft will leave Germany for the United Stated later this year. First  the F-104F 
Starfighter 29+17 (werknr 5070) which was bought from Piet Smedts in Baarlo was 
flown to the US. The F-104F is planned to be restored completely to serve as a new 
Veterans memorial in the US, mounted on a pole. See USA… 
 

This unique orange patch was 

specially made for the KG-101 team 
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The FX52 is still under heavy restoration. Inside the shelter an old caravan has been parked in one of 
the corners. This way it is easy for the owners to spent every working weekend as efficient as possible.  
 (Weeze, 21 May 2006, Harry Prins) 

 

 
 

The surprise of the day was this fuselage of the F-104G 24+11, waiting for being transported to the US. 
It was found inside the shelter of the FX52. Also the tailsection was found in the back of the shelter. The 
aircraft will be used for spare parts to build up a two-seat Starfighter in the US. Note the instructional 
code “C039” on the fuselage.  (Weeze, 21 May 2006, Harry Prins) 
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Werningerode news 
At the museum für Luftfahrt und Technik Werningerode a few things have changed. 
In April 2006 we received information from one of the major people at the museum 
mr. Clemens Aulich.  
 
20+07 (werknr 2007): This aircraft has been taken apart and is ready to sell.  
22+45 (werknr 7123): On display but now with panels cut to show inside. 
23+09 (werknr 7192): Still on display 
25+29 (werknr 8306): Cockpit section displayed only. 
25+40 (werknr 8327): Forward fuselage displayed only. 
 

 

The 22+45 had been partly cut to show the technology inside (Werningerode, 12 April 2006, C.Aulich) 

 
The F-104G 25+40 cockpit section got some extra attention. It has become a 
complete functional cockpit with interfaces to flight simulation software. All systems 
inside this cockpit are fully operational, including the LN-3!! 
 
Rheine 104 news 
After the closure of Rheine Hopsten also the future of the guard at Rheine became 
uncertain. On May 22nd the aircraft F-104G 22+59 as “DF+101” (werknr 7140) was 
taken of the pole and put on storage. Early May we got the news that the aircraft will 
go to Bentlage AB Army barracks, not far from Rheine. It will be transported by CH-
53 and put on a new pole. A celebration ceremony is scheduled on September 12th 
this year.  
In spite of the first plans to move the cockpit (25+30) to the “Traditionsgemeinschaft 
Jabo/JG/ FLZ” and move it to Bentlage, it went to a private collector.  First week of 
June 2006 we heard the news that Uwe Steenweg (former crewchief at Hopsten AB) 
is now the proud new owner. Late June it was brought over to his home location near 
Hamburg. See also his website : http://www.starfighter2530.de 
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F-104G gateguard 22+59 “DF+101“ was pulled of the pole near the entrance at Rheine and put in storage. 
(Rheine 22may06, Wolfgang Graefer)  

 

 
 

Uwe Steinweg and his new toy…..                                                                    (photo via Uwe Steenweg) 
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Sylt survivor 
According the FF-forum (internet) Starfighter 22+07 (werknr 7077) went to Manching 
on March 10th, 2006, because Sylt has officially been shut down last year. This 
means that it returned to Manching after 20 years. It left Manching in October 1986 
for Sylt where it was used as instructional airframe for many years. 
At Manching it has been handed over to the Messerschmitt factory (former MBB)  
 

 
 

F-104G 22+07 seen here during an open house at Sylt.                  (Sylt, 22 august 2004 FlugForum) 

 
Fassberg TF got a new home 
In June we got the great news that the TF-104G 27+08 (werknr 5709) at Fassberg 
which has been used as 100% operational instructional airframe, has been acquired 
by Josef Voggenreiter. This aircraft is a great addition for his beautiful F-104 
museum in Niederalteich since it is 100% complete and its J-79 is still 100% ready to 
run. It is expected to be transported to the museum soon. 
 

 
 

27+08, still in use as instructional airframe with TSLW3  (Fassberg, 16 September 2003, J.Voggenreiter) 
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The Starfighter museum at Niederalteich, along the river Donau, is worth visiting. At least when you love 
Starfighters!!!!.  The museum building is quite new and has a lot of light due to the big glass front side.  
(Niederalteich, J.Voggenreiter) 

 

 
 

Most of the stuff inside the museum is related to F-104s, especially linked to the history of the 104 within 
the German Air Force. On the photo 26+53 (left) and 23+73. Also an unidentified cockpit section can be 
found inside the nice collection.                                                                  (Niederalteich, J.Voggenreiter) 

 
Complete aircraft currently at Niederalteich are: 23+73 (werknr 8072), 25+05 (werknr 
8263) and finally 26+53 (werknr 7313) which has its panels removed.  
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Erding Open House. 
At Erding an open house was held on May 21st. Also a number of F-104 Starfighters 
were displayed.  
 
F-104G  20+06 (werknr 2006) with TsLw1 markings, completely restored and ready 

for shipment back to Kaufbeuren. (see photo beneath) 
 

 
 

Completely restored, the ex Kaufbeuren 20+06.                    (Erding, 21 May 2006, Peter Muehlboeck) 

 
F-104G 24+68 (werknr 8217), instructional airframe, displayed inside main hangar 
F-104G 22+91 (werknr 7174), special colorscheme, instructional airframe, seen at 

the static show. 
F-104G 26+52 (werknr 7312) with JG74 markings on both intakes, instructional 

airframe, displayed inside the main hangar in lizard camo. 
 
 
German Triptease by Mark 
 
IFS member Mark Wassenaar has visited Eastern Germany for his job and used 
his spare time to visit some Starfighters en-route. It is always important to visit 
now and then preserved aircraft to monitor their status. 
 
Berlin, 12 April 2006 
 
First of all Mark visited Berlin. Before going to the Gatow museum he was invited 
to visit the General Steinhoff barracks. There the F-104G 22+06 (werknr 7076) 
could still be found on the pole. The guiding officer stated that the barracks will 
soon close and that the 104 will move to another location near Hamburg at the 
end of this summer. So that was some news. 
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F-104G 22+06 is still on display at Berlin wearing JBG33 markings. Soon it will leave Berlin for a still 
unknown location near Hamburg.                                              (Berlin, 12 April 2006, Mark Voggenreiter) 

 

Then the well-known museum at Berlin-Gatow was visited. A short line-up of the 
Starfighters found within the display collection. 
 
F-104G 20+02 (werknr 2002) as DB+127 outside on a pole 
F-104G 20+37 (werknr 2044) silver color scheme preserved inside museum hall. 
F-104G 26+49 (werknr 7309) outside with WTD61 markings 
F-104G 26+51 (werknr 7311) outside with WTD61 markings (with tail from??) 
TF-104G 27+90 (werknr 5920) preserved outside without unit markings 
 
Mark was missing the cockpit section of TF-104G 28+01 which was seen earlier 
inside the museum. Also the F-104F 29+06 and cockpit section of aircraft 26+17 
(werknr 9162) was missing so Mark started asking around… 
 
After some discussions he got a ride in a small van which toke him to a closed area 
at the old airfield which is not open for public. In front of hangar nr 8 he found the 
cockpit section of 26+17 aside a dumped G-91 aircraft.  
Originally this cockpit was found at Fassberg dumped outside. It is unknown when 
exactly when it arrived at Berlin. 
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F-104G cockpit section 26+17 could be found dumped near hangar 8 at a closed location somewhere 
on the old airfield.                                                                      (Gatow, 12 April 2006, Mark Wassenaar) 

 
Nearby also an instructional 104 cockpit was found. Not a real one but nice to see… 
 
Then Mark entered the brand new hangar nr “7” which had a nice smell and looked 
great. It is planned to open this hangar for public from September this year during the 
celebrating and exposition of Luftwaffe 75th anniversary. 
Then a big surprise!!! Inside he found a freshly restored F-104F 29+06 (werknr 
5055). It really looked like it just had been manufactured and ready for its first flight. 
 

 
 

F-104F 29+06 has been completely restored. It can be found inside the new hangar number 7 which will 
be opened for public in September this year.                             (Gatow, 12 April 2006, Mark Wassenaar) 
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Then only the 28+01 cockpit was missing. Museum people stated that this cockpit 
has indeed left the museum collection. It is gone to an unknown location. 
 
Dresden, 14 April 2006 
 
In the morning Mark traveled from Leipzig to Dresden to visit the company PMG, 
located in the nearby village of Cossebaude. It was easy to find and indeed they 
owned Starfighter 23+94 (werknr 8113) which was parked along the railroad. Its tail 
was found between two buildings, not very far from the fuselage. It still had 
instructional code “C045” and the cockpit section was covered by a blanket. 
Aircraft 23+94 (werknr 8113) has been used as ABDR aircraft at Hopsten AB for 
many years until it left for Dresden on 13 January 2003.  That day it was transported 
by a truck to the PMG-Dresden Gmbh where it arrived a day later. The aircraft was 
obtained for usage in a special project regarding aircraft-body research. 
 

 
 

The 23+94 can be found at Dresden these days. The current owner, a company named PMG has 
obtained it for aircraft body research but it looks like they just parked it and never touched the aircraft 
anymore since arrival in 2003.                                                (Dresden, 14 April 2006, Mark Wassenaar) 

 

Then of course the Dresden Militär Historisch Museum was visited where inside the last 
building F-104G 26+43 (werknr 7303) could be found hanging on the roof… I was very hard 
to photograph. 

While traveling back to Berlin Mark also paid a visit to the Grossenhain Flying 
Legend Museum where the F-104G 21+55 (werknr 7024) was found displayed in 
front of their hangar. 

 Sofar, the trip through Eastern Germany. While preparing to the flight back from 
Tegel, Mark spotted an old F-84F (DF+240) which once could be found at Hopsten. 
Not a Starfighter but nice enough to look at… 
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German Triptease by Roger 
 
IFS member Roger Seroo also visited Germany to find some preserved Starfighters. 
His trip went to Southern Germany, also visiting Lechfeld during the press day during 
exercise Elite 2006. 
 
Memmingen, 7 May 2006 
 
Roger drove all the way to Memmingen to visit the Starfighter club and their 
collection. Not much is changed. Aircraft 20+98 (werknr 6619) has already been 
sprayed in lizard partly, 22+58 (werknr 7139) has been completely covered by 
blankets on the old tennis-court and the 24+17 (werknr 8158) is still guarding the 
gate with fake serial “23+34”. 
 
NOTE IFS: The 20+98 paint shop was finished late June and the aircraft was shown 
(now coded “20+05”) at a special photo day 2 July 2006. See photo back cover!!!! 
  
Haldenwang, 7 may 2006 
  
From Memmingen the trip continued to Haldenwang to visit F-104G 23+30 (werknr 
8005), once ABDR instructional airframe at Hopsten. It was still there. 
 
Lechfeld 11 may, 2006 
  
A few days later Roger went to the big exercise “Elite 2006” at Lechfeld AB.  
That day he also visited the pole-mounted F-104G 21+36 (werknr 7004), which still is 
guarding the Schwabstad Barracks with fake serial “20+02” and JBG 32 markings. 
 

 
 

The 21+36 is still guarding the barracks as “20+02”.                    (Lechfeld, 11 May 2006, Roger Seroo) 
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This 21+36 is an aircraft with a history. When it suffered damage already in 1963 it 
was decided to remove a flyworthy status and to use it as instructional airframe at  
the TSLw1 at Kaufbeuren. It received serial BF+112 (bij changing DA into BF) and 
stayed at Kaufbeuren until it retired. On July 23rd 1983 it was erected as a new 
guard at Lechfeld as “20+02”. 
  
Speyer, 12 may 2006 
  
The museum at Speyer was visited and no changes were reported regarding the 
104s within the collection. 
F-104G 20+46 (werknr 2054) still preserved with a company nearby museum. 
F-104G 22+01 (werknr 7070) as "26+63" Vikings c/s preserved 
F-104G 25+66 (werknr 9012) with tail from werknr 8081 (23+81) airframedisplay 
TF-104G 28+27 (werknr 5957) displayed with WTD61 markings. 
 
Bergheim 12 may 2006 
  
After the museum at Speyer Roger drove to Bergheim to see F-104G 22+65 (werknr 
7146), displayed on flightlevel 100… The camouflage paint was already encountering 
problems with weathering..  
  

 
 

The 22+65 is still on display at Bergheim.                                     (Bergheim, 12 May 2006, Roger Seroo) 

 
 

German Triptease by Roger & Mark !!! 
 
After both Roger Seroo and Mark Wassenaar had traveled through Germany they 
decided to travel both to the North of Germany….again hunting for Starfighters. 
 
Aurich/Wittmund, 18 May 2006 
 

It was very early, around 7:00 AM in the morning, that Roger and Mark arrived at the 
barracks gate near Aurich to visit the F-104F Starfighter. An hour later they were 
catched up and were brought to the gateguard. The F-104F 29+16 (werknr 5069) is 
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still looking very good prepared. It is carrying fake serial 20+86, indicating the old 
postage code of the area.  
  

 
 

Nicely preserved is this F-104F 29+16, guarding the barracks at Aurich. Note the sidewinders on the 
tips and the black intake area’s never used on F-104F due to the lacking anti-ice system.                        
                                                                                                (Aurich, 18 May 2006, Mark Wassenaar) 

 

Later on in the morning Roger and Mark left for Wittmund, home of JG71 Richthofen. 
A spotters day was organized. At the barracks, start of the spotting tour, the F-104G 
20+86 (werknr 6602) was photographed, still guarding the location on a pole. It is 
very coincidental that the aircraft has the same serial as the old postage code 2086 
of the area. 
 

 
 

The 20+86 can be found as guard at Wittmund for 32 years after it was put on the pole in 1974. So it 
served the German Luftwaffe exactly 10 years as operational interceptor (with JG74!!!) and then it 
started its 32 years career as gateguard!!!!!                        (Wittmund, 18 May 2006, Mark Wassenaar) 
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At the base area, the group paid a visit to the well-known “Traditionsraum” of JG71. 
There the wonderful prepared F-104G 24+85 (werknr 8235) was found. 
 

 
 

The 24+85 is by far the most spectacular part of the JG71 collection inside the “Traditionsraum” of the 
squadron at Wittmund. Just as the gateguard 20+86 this aircraft only served JG74 before being with- 
drawn from use… It arrived at Wittmund in June 1992 for BDRT purposes but gladly they saved it and in 
1994 it became part of the JG71 collection.                                 (Wittmund, 18 May 2006, Roger Seroo) 

 

Mark and Roger tried to find the cockpit 22+46, once belonging to the 
“Traditionsraum” and last noted in 2003. However it was gone!!! 
They asked also were the F-104G 24+43 (werknr 8186) could be found. The guide 
told them that it was somewhere else on the air-base and it was impossible to visit 
that area due to the number of people in the group. 
 

 
 

It was not possible to visit 24+43 at Wittmund…                   (Wittmund 4 April 2006, Stephan Leonhard) 
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When Roger and Mark left Wittmund in the afternoon they saw this particular 
Starfighter parked at the other side of the airbase still with AG52 markings. 
 
Wilhelmshafen, 18 May 2006 
  
At the “Maritime Meile” a German Navy museum can be found.  On a pole at the 
entrance the F-104G 25+74 (werknr 9035) can be found wearing fake serial “22+22”, 
once belonging to a well-known MFG1 Starfighter. This 25+74 never flew for the 
German Navy so they decided to convert it since the real 22+22 can be found in 
Greece, preserved at Araxos AB. 
 

 

 
The museum did a wonderful job converting 25+74  to 22+22.  (Wilhelmshafen. 18 May 2006, R.Seroo) 

 

Jever, 18 May 2006 
 
Before returning home Roger and Mark visited Jever AFB. They had arranged a 
base-visit by the Barracks/Base Commander. 
First of all the F-104F 29+09 (werknr 5059) was photographed at the entrance. The 
Commander admitted that it was time to refurbish this aircraft after many years 
guarding the base. 
When asking about the current location of F-104F 29+05 (werknr 5054) the 
Commander stated that he did not know anything about this Starfighter but when 
phoning around he heard that indeed this aircraft was at Jever, receiving new 
paintjob inside the paint-hall. Since they were just spraying the aircraft it was sadly 
not possible to visit the hall. It is not known when it will return back to the VonSeydlitz 
Barracks at Kalkar. 
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Also on the airbase the preserved F-104G 26+67 (werknr 7413) can be found. It has 
been used as instructional airframe (towing) at Jever from August 1992 till 1998. 
Then it was refurbished and the Navy color scheme was changed into Luftwaffe color 
scheme. It is a pity they did not apply WS10 badges on the tail.  
 

 
  

The 26+67 has been put on display as “4-tanker”..                   (Jever, 18 May 2006, Mark Wassenaar) 

 
Resume Germany :  
20+02  werknr 2002  F-104G   Preserved ZELL “DB+127”        Berlin-Gatow                   12 April 2006 
20+06  werknr 2006  F-104G   restored  TSLw1                      Erding                            21 May 2006 
20+07  werknr 2007  F-104G   Preserved                                  Werningerode                19 April 2006 
20+37  werknr 2044  F-104G   Preserved silver o/a                  Berlin-Gatow                  12 April 2006 
20+46  werknr 2054  F-104G   Preserved with company         Speyer                            12 May 2006 
20+86  werknr 6602  F-104G   Preserved on pole                   Wittmund                      18 May 2006 
20+98  werknr 6619  F-104G   Preserved as “20+05”              Memmingen                    2 July 2006 
21+36  werknr 7004  F-104G   Preserved as “20+02”              Lechfeld                       11 May 2006 
21+55  werknr 7024  F-104G    Preserved Flying Legend Museum   Grossenhain           14 April 2006 
22+01  werknr 7070  F-104G   Preserved as “26+63” Viking   Speyer                          12 May 2006 
22+06  werknr 7076  F-104G   Preserved pole JBG33            Berlin                            12 April 2006 
22+07  werknr 7077  F-104G   Preserved     Messerschmitt    Manching                         March 2006 
22+45  werknr 7123  F-104G   Preserved     panels opened     Werningerode                 19 April 2006 
22+58  werknr 7139  F-104G   Preserved                                Memmingen                    2 July 2006 
22+59  werknr 7140  F-104G   Planned preserved “DF+101”   Bentlage AB              September 2006 
22+65  werknr 7146  F-104G   Preserved                                Bergheim                      12 May 2006 
22+91  werknr 7174  F-104G   Instructional spec c/s               Erding                            21 May 2006 
23+09  werknr 7192  F-104G   Preserved                                  Werningerode                19 April 2006 
23+30  werknr 8005  F-104G   Preserved                                Haldenwang                   7 May 2006 
23+73  werknr 8072  F-104G   Preserved   F-104 museum      Niederalteich                      June 2006 
23+94  werknr 8113  F-104G   Investigationbody PMG           Dresden                       14 April 2006 
24+11  werknr 8151  F-104G   Stored QRA shelter                 Niederrhein                  30 June 2006 
24+17  werknr 8158  F-104G   Gateguard as “23+34”             Memmingen                    2 July 2006 
24+43  werknr 8186  F-104G   ABDR side area                      Wittmund                      18 May 2006 
24+68  werknr 8217  F-104G   Instructional                             Erding                            21 May 2006 
24+85  werknr 8235  F-104G   Preserved JG71                      Wittmund                      18 May 2006 
25+05  werknr 8263  F-104G   Preserved   F-104 museum      Niederalteich                      June 2006 
25+29  werknr 8306  F-104G   Preserved     cockpit only         Werningerode                 19 April 2006 
25+30  werknr 8307  F-104G  Cockpit sold to Uwe Steenweg       Hamburg                     June 2006 
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25+40  werknr 8327  F-104G   Preserved    functional cockpit  Werningerode                 19 April 2006 
25+66  werknr 9012  F-104G   Preserved (tail 8081)               Speyer                           12 May 2006 
25+74  werknr 9035  F-104G   Preserved as “22+22”              Wilhelmshafen               18 May 2006 
26+17  werknr 9162  F-104G   Forward fuselage dumped       Berlin-Gatow                  12 April 2006 
26+43  werknr 7303  F-104G   Preserved  Militar Hist. Museum    Dresden                  14 April 2006 
26+49  werknr 7309  F-104G   Preserved WTD61                   Berlin-Gatow                  12 April 2006 
26+51  werknr 7311  F-104G   Preserved WTD61                   Berlin-Gatow                  12 April 2006 
26+52  werknr 7312  F-104G   Instructional  JG74                  Erding                            21 May 2006 
26+53  werknr 7313  F-104G   Preserved   F-104 museum      Niederalteich                      June 2006 
26+67  werknr 7413  F-104G   Preserved NB LW c/s              Jever                            18 May 2006 
27+08  werknr 5709  TF-104G  Soon to F-104 museum            Niederalteich                 Summer 2006 
27+90  werknr 5920  TF-104G  Preserved NB                         Berlin-Gatow                  12 April 2006 
28+27  werknr 5927  TF-104G   Preserved WTD61                Speyer                             12 May 2006 
29+05  werknr 5054  F-104F   Resprayed paintshop               Jever                            18 May 2006 
29+06  werknr 5055  F-104F   Restored Preserved WS10      Berlin-Gatow                  12 April 2006 
29+09  werknr 5059  F-104F   Preserved  WS10                     Jever                             18 May 2006 
29+16  werknr 5059  F-104F   Preserved JG71 as “20+86”    Aurich                           18 May 2006 
 
 

Greece 

 
Blue Bird                 
Former Luftwaffe TF-104G 27+07 (c/n 5708), preserved at Sedes has received a 
blue magic paintshop, named “Galaxy”, a few months ago. It was stated by the locals 
that also other aircraft were refurbished into exotic color schemes. Also the serials 
were painted over and no longer visible on the aircraft.. Hopefully the aircraft will 
receive back their original paintscheme again one day… This is a shame.. 
  

 
 

The 5708, now named “Galaxy”…..                  (Sedes-Thessaloniki, March 2006, Major A Veziropoulos) 

 
New Preserved Starfighters 
Two new Starfighters have been found preserved in Greece. First of all, the F-104G 
7168/FG-768. It left Agrinion storage around 2005 and in January 2006 it was seen 
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being refurbished for display duties inside a hangar at Hellikon (Athene). It is planned 
to go to Kymi St Evoia, where it will be put on display on an unknown location. 
Another aircraft being prepared for preserval is F-104G 7424/FG-424. Just as 7168, 
also this aircraft went from Agrinion storage to Athene-Hellikon in 2005. In January 
2006 it was seen being restored inside the hangar. It was not known where this 
aircraft will be put on display when restoration has been finished. 

 
Holland 

 
Kessel news 
Aircraft F-104F 29+17 (c/n 5070) was sold to Steve Alex and was flown to the USA 
late June 2006. (See also USA). 
 
Budel move 
The preserved Starfighter D-8282 was been moved to another location at the old 
joined Dutch and German army location at Budel after it has been standing there 
since 1991. On this new location it is easier to photograph. 
The move toke place May 10th, during a special ceremony including smoke-bombs 
etc.. 
 

 
 

The D-8282 was moved to another location at Budel..                (Budel, 10 May 2006, Mr Timmermans) 

 

MLM update 
During a special pressday on April 8th this year at MLM (Air Force Museum) storage 
area located at Soesterberg Air Base, the F-104G D-8062 was found within the 
storage collection. It was not known yet that this particular aircraft has moved to 
Soesterberg depot hangar 33. 
We are glad that it did not move from Gilze Rijen AB to a scrapdealer in stead. 
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Seen that day at Soesterberg and museum location (Zeist) were D-8022 (museum), 
D-8061 (storage), D-8062 (storage), D-8244 (storage), D-8245 (museum gateguard), 
D-8318 (storage), D-8338 (storage) and two-seaters D-5803 (storage), D-5806 
(storage), D-5810 (storage). 
 

 
 

Recently added to the MLM museum storage collection was this D-8062..  (SSB, 8 April 2006, R.Seroo) 

 

Italy 

 
Pratica Zippers 
It is still very uncertain what will happen to the last still 100% flyworthy aircraft at 
Pratica Di Mare. The aircraft are still waiting for a possible buyer in the USA and 
nobody is allowed to touch the aircraft (demanded by AMI HQ!!). Even the 
pyrotechnics are still fitted to the ejectionseats. 
The aircraft are TF-104G-M MM54251/RS-09, MM54260/RS-08 and F-104S/ASA-
M aircraft MM6734/RS-06 and MM6876/RS-05 and were also seen during a visit 
mid June 2006. 
 
Grazzanise: 
IFS member Ivan Turniano visited Grazzanise Air Base on 9 June 2006 and aside 
the well-known rows of stored F-104 bodies, the F-104S/ASA-M aircraft MM6935/9-
32 and MM6763/9-33 were both seen inside the 9Stormo hangar in perfect condition.  
 
37-00 found back 
Someone reported aircraft F-104G MM6544/37-00 at Trapani AB on 23 April 2006. 
This was interesting since the aircraft was not seen anymore at Trapani-Birgi since 
December 1997. Did anyone see this aircraft also after December 1997?   
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MM6912 update 
Ivan Turniano recently stated that F-104S/ASA-M MM6912 was seen as 9-42 from 
20 August 2001 till 27 July 2004 and switched to 4-21 from 5 August 2004 till 27 
October 2004. Mid August 2004, September 2004 and 27 October 2004 it visited 
Istrana AB where Ivan took photos of it. 
 
New preserved ASA 
Since April 2005 the F-104S/ASA MM6796 with code 5-37 can be found preserved at 
Lignano Sabbiadoro (UD). It is mounted on a pole with 23 gruppo markings near a 
famous beach. It was last seen at Cervia back in 2001 before it went to this new 
location in the Udine region. 
 

 
 

The MM6796 5-37 can be found preserved at Lignano Sabbiadoro in the Udine region. 
                                                                                                     (Lignano-Sabbiadoro, 2005, R.Zambon) 

 
MM6778 tail 
We received information from Gerrit Jan Dorhout, living in Leeuwarden. It included a 
photo of the tail once belonging the MM6778 which was lost in a landingaccident at 
Leeuwarden AB on 2 May 2002. Gerrit Jan once served the fire-brigade there. 
 
The tail-section of this particular Starfighter was saved and put on display at the 
entrance of the fire-brigade buildings. To honor the pilot Lt. Andrea Franceschinis, 
this new building received the name of the pilot. During a ceremony on 24 May 2003 
the pilot was invited to officially assign his name. 
 
He had suffered a lot of injuries and was not allowed anymore to fly aircraft with 
ejectionseats. So nowadays he is instructor pilot on non-jet aircraft. 
(see photo on top of page 27) 
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The tail from the lost MM6778. Note the nameplate mentioning “Andrea Kazerne” named after the pilot 
which crashed at the runway at Leeuwarden in 2002.                       (Leeuwarden, Gerrit Jan Dorhout) 

 

 
 

The MM6940 with code 5-31 is preserved in Cervia. Now and then it can be found in the open air but 
mostly inside a hangar.                                                                        (Cervia, 1 June 2006, S. de Biasio) 
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MM6740 preserved 
A new preserved Starfighter is F-104S-ASA/M aircraft MM6740 coded 4-1 on one 
side and 4-23 on the other. It can be found at the gate of the Pellegrini Zona 
Industriale company somewhere near Grosseto. 
The aircraft was prepared for display by 4 RMV at Grosseto from July till September 
2004 and was first noted at the gate of the company in August 2005. 
 

 
 

The MM6740 can be found preserved at the gate of a company.                       (Grosseto, 2006, WWW) 

 
Resume Italy :  
F-104G                MM6544 code 37-00     37St 18Gr     decoy          Trapani-Birgi            23 April 2006 
F-104S/ASA-M   MM6734 code RS-06   RSV              stored         Pratica di Mare            June 2006 
F-104S/ASA-M   MM6740 code 4-1 and 4-23             preserved    Grosseto PZI              May 2006 
F-104S/ASA-M   MM6763 code 9-33     9St 10gr        stored         Grazzanise              9 June 2006 
F-104S/ASA-M   MM6778   tail only       9St 10gr        preserved    Leeuwarden, NL        April  2006 
F-104S/ASA-M   MM6796 code 5-37     5St 23gr        preserved   Lign.Sabbiadoro        January 2006 
F-104S/ASA-M   MM6876 code RS-05   RSV              stored         Pratica di Mare            June 2006 
F-104S/ASA-M   MM6935 code 9-32     9St 10gr        stored         Grazzanise              9 June 2006 
F-104S/ASA-M   MM6940 code 5-31     5St 23gr        preserved   Cervia                         June 2006 
TF-104G-M        MM54251 code RS-05   RSV              stored         Pratica di Mare            June 2006 
TF-104G-M        MM54260 code RS-08   RSV              stored         Pratica di Mare            June 2006 
 

Japan 
 
Inside the March 2006 issue of the magazine MAR a line-up of Japanese visit 
reports, from late 2005, could be found which included a lot of preserved Starfighters. 
These were: 

Chitose, noted preserved on 13 October 2005 F-104J  46-8574 (c/n 3074). 
Gifu, noted preserved on 18 October 2005 F-104J 36-8540 (c/n 3040). 
Hofu (barracks), noted preserved on 21 October 2005 F-104J 46-8636 (c/n 3136). 
Hyakuri, noted preserved on 31 October 2005 F-104J 46-8630 (c/n 3130). 
Iruma, noted preserved on 8 October 2005 F-104J 56-8666 (c/n 3166). 
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Kisarazu, noted preserved on 17 October 2005 F-104J 36-8532 (c/n 3032). 
Komaki, noted preserved on 9 October 2005 F-104DJ 46-5020 (c/n 5420). 
Komatsu, noted preserved on 26 October 2005 F-104J 46-8646 (c/n 3146). 
Miho, noted preserved on 24 October 2005 F-104J 46-8602 (c/n 3102). 
Nyutabaru, noted pres. on 10 October 2005 F-104J 46-8656 (c/n 3156) as “36-8535” 
Shizuhama, noted preserved on 18 October 2005 F-104J 76-8696 (c/n 3196). 
Tsuiki, noted preserved on 19 October 2005 F-104J 36-8546 (c/n 3046). 

 

Hamamatsu City 104 mystery 
Hubert Peitzmeier visited Japan in April 2006 and was interested in the 104s located 
in Hamamatsu City, near the Café Bar Chimoto. Especially aircraft which could be 
either 36-8517 (c/n 3017) or 46-8617 (c/n 3117). 
Examining this body he soon found out that it is 46-8617 and that the serial was 
changed, due to unknown reason into 36-8517. 
The proof was found on two locations : The serial number on the canopy which has 
been painted over for removal, and the “5” on the fuselage which once was a “6” and 
simply was painted over as well. See photos taken by Hubert Peitzmeier beneath. 
 

 
 

 
 

These photos clearly show the change of the serial.. (Hamamatsu, 30 April 2006, Hubert Peitzmeier) 
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Norway 

 

Bodo 104 again on pole.  
On 22 May 2006 the gateguard at Bodo returned back on the pole after an intensive 
restoration project at the airbase which started in 2002. Tom Svendsen visited the Air 
Base and heard that it took 2000 man-hours to get the Starfighter “pole-ready” again. 
They also have used tails obtained from an ex-Belgium Air Force Starfighter. 
It is the former  Luftwaffe F-104G (werknr 9010) which was sold to the Norwegian Air 
Force for 1 DM in 1977 to serve as gateguard. 
This time the aircraft was painted in sixties style Norwegian Air Force markings as 
“FN-B” 61-2626. Previous it was marked as “104”. 
 

 
12626_pole_Bodo_24may06_TomSvendsen 

 
The F-104 gateguard has been brought back to the entrance of the airbase and has received a 60s style 
Norwegian F-104 look….                                                                (Bodo, 24 May 2006, Tom Svendsen) 

 
Portugal 
 

Beja news 
In May 2006 we received information that a group of people started a motivated 
project to build up a flyworthy Starfighter at Beja AB. This project includes the old 
German Starfighter 20+99 (werknr 6620) which has been put on display for many 
years at the gate until around 2005. Whenever there is news we will keep you all 
updated on the progress. 
 

Sweden 

 

Swedish Starfighter 
Early June 2006 we got the news from Sven Ake Karlsson that the Svedinos 
Museum at Ugglarp, 25km north of Halmstad, has received a CF-104D Starfighter 
from Denmark. The aircraft, being RT-667 (c/n 5337) was received on a long term 
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loan and likely transported directly from Slangerup North Zealand Aviation Museum, 
Denmark. It was obtained by an exchange against a Swedish Firefly aircraft. 
Hopefully we will have a photo of the aircraft inside next ZIPPER. 

 

 
 

CF-104D RT-660 photograpjed in the period it was still flying around in Europe. Here it is seen landing 
at Leeuwarden Air Base.                                                                   (Leeuwarden, 1976, Gerrit Hiemstra) 

 
Taiwan 

 

USA deal 
In December 2005 a contract was signed by a US museum to take over the 
preserved Taiwanese Starfighter 4420 “63-12699” (c/n 6051). Currently we are not 
allowed to mention the name of this museum until the aircraft will arrive in the US. It 
is not an easy project since it is still in Taiwan. 
Clarence Fu went to Taichung city for a business trip first week of June.  
 

 
 

Still wrapped in cotton, this 4420 is waiting for the day that it will leave for the US. We are very curious 
what will happen with the aircraft.                                                   (Taichung, 8 June 2006, Clarence Fu) 
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He visited also the Feng Chia University to take a picture of this F-104G 4420. He 
was told that the buyer is still struggling to get green lights from the Taiwanese Air 
Force HQ.  
 

Turkey 

 

New museum Starfighter 
Again a Starfighter was donated to a museum in Turkey. In June last year (2005) the 
F-104S 6868 coded 9-868 was seen for the first time as part of the collection of an 
Air Museum in Yesilkoy. Before, it was seen for the last time at Eskisehir back in 
April 1999, parked at the BDRT area. 
 

 
 

F-104S 6868, coded 9-868 when it was still operational late 80s.                   (Balikesir, Alpay collection) 

 
USA 

 

Arizona wrecks research website released!! 
Chris Baird reported that they (he and his brother) have started a beautiful website 
about their wreck investigations and of course this includes a lot of 104 information 
and photos. Please have a look at www.arizonawrecks.com 
  

F-104F arrived in the USA. 
IFS member Steve Alex bought an old F-104F fuselage from the Piet Smedts 
collection in the Netherlands. We got some photos from Steve showing the F-104F 
arriving at his shop in Maine. The plan is to restore it as a memorial to veterans in 
Alberta Canada in the near future. It arrived in Maine on 30 June 2006. 
 

NEXT PAGE :  F-104F 29+17 arrived with Steve Alex in Maine, USA on June 30
th
 this year, It will be 

quite a project to restore it to display condition again.                    (Maine, 30 June 2006, Steve Alex)   
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56-733 project finished 
Inside earlier ZIPPER magazines we mentioned about the restoration of the old 56-
733. In between the Tyler Air Museum is ready and the bird looks wonderful again.  
In spite of the wonderful shiny appearance it is a little bit sad the team did not study a 
bit more on location of serials and the exact dimensions of serials used on 104s 
within the USAF in the 60s. 
Also the seat is not a Starfighter seat. Hopefully they will replace this one day. 
 

 

 
The 56-733 looks shiny new again…..wearing 83th FIS markings.    (Tyler Air Museum, 2006) 
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Ntasios, Marco Muntz, Marcus Vogt, Mark Wassenaar, Martin Powell, Michael 
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Odds & Ends 
 
   

 
Various members 

BOOKS, Magazines and DVD’s. 
 
New Italian 104 book expected 
A new Italian F-104 book is expected soon. It is written by Mr. Nicola Malizia who is 
a retired Air force crew chief from 5° stormo. He already published a book about the 
F 104 in early 80s. The new one will be almost completely a photos book. Thanks to 
Riccardo Vestuto. 
 
F-40 series  
For those that may have read the F-40 series of books, we have been told by 
Siegfried Wache (author) that there will be no more issues. We do not know why this 
wonderful project has stopped. At least they have covered all the used Starfighter 
versions within the German Air Force.  
  

Flight Journal June 2006 
Another magazine article on the USAF F-104C in South East Asia has been written 
by Warren E. Thompson. Inside also lots of never seen before photos. 
 

 
 
See also inside section “Nicknames” inside this ZIPPER magazine regarding the 
identification of one the zapped Starfighters in Vietnam. 
 
Back-issues are available for $ 5,99 at the Flight Journal website, or directly via the 
link: http://www.flightjournal.com/fj/store/viewissue.asp?issueid=F0606 
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Advertisements 

 
Two Belgium TF-104G seats for sale 
For sale are two TF-104G front cockpit ejection seats. Both seats were used in 
Belgian AF Starfighters and were involved in the only two TF-104G accidents this Air 
Force had to experience. Because of the accidents, the seats are damaged, but their 
historical importance is evident. Reasonable offers will be considered. If interested, 
please contact Bert Oostmeijer at <m.b.oostmeijer@zwo.nhl.nl>. 
 

     

 
Left the front seat of TF-104G s/n FC-05 and c/n 583G-5102 (constructors plate). This Starfighter crashed 
on 12 May 1980 near Neunkirchen in Germany. Right hand side the front seat of TF-104G s/n FC-09 and 
c/n 583G-5106 (constructors plate). This Starfighter crashed on 19 June 1969 at the Mont Saint-Guibert in 
Belgium. (Bert Oostmeijer) 

 

 
AMI F-104 Starfighter 1963-2004 CD-ROM 
In May 2006 a celebration was held at Grosseto and the AMI surprised everybody by 
releasing a special CD-ROM about the F-104 Starfighter. The CD contains photos, 
videos but also historical information and (maintenance data) of aircraft serials. A 
short look at this data shows that it has a lot of never known facts but also there is 
lacking information. Nevertheless, it is a great CD as reference data source.  
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Late June we received information that the CD-ROM will likely be offered via the 
official AMI site : http://rivista.aeronautica.difesa.it/  
Click on the British flag and then “on sale” banner at the top of the next page. 
 

AMI F-104 DVDs for sale 
On the website “virtual-twenthe.nl” there is a possibility to order DVDs and also a few 
DVDs can be found regarding the Starfighter operations in Italy. For example the 
DVDs 2003GROS and 2004GROS are very nice to have. It shows some rough 
operational shots taken at Grosseto during visits in 2003 and 2004. 
The price is only 8 euro per DVD excluding postage. 
For more information go to the website: www.virtual-twenthe.nl 
 
 
 

Nicknames 
 
 Zapps, nicknames, paintwork, cartoons… 
 
 

 

 
Harry Prins, thanks to Rob Beekmans and Bob Irwin  

 

 
 
Inside an earlier ZIPPER magazine we mentioned the strange” X-3”  code on the rudder of  MM6764 being 
one of the first F-104S/ASA modified aircraft. We received a color photo (sadly a bit rough) showing the 
aircraft taxying to the runway at Volkel during its visit on Monday 19 October 1987. It arrived the Friday 
before spending the weekend in Holland.                                (Volkel, 19 October 1987, Rob Beekmans)  
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F-104C “Hellooo Dolly” on the flightline of Udorn in 1967. On top showing Commander LtCol Robert 
Preciado with one of fhe crewchiefs and beneath with the whole squadron. Inside the Flight Journal 
magazine (June 2006 edition) an article was found about the 104 in Vietnam. Thanks to this article finally we 
could identify this F-104C being the F-104C 57-923 (c/n 1240). The only Starfighter we have to identify from 
all these nicknamed Starfighters at Udorn is “Sex Machine”. Hopefully just as this “Hellooo Dolly” one day 
we will know!!! By the way “Dolly” was the nickname of Robert Preciado’s wife. 
(Photos thanks to Bob Irwin) 
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FSN Karup  
photo report 
 
  
 
 

 

 
Bert Oostmeijer 

 
Scandinavian Starfighters have their own special corner in this enthusiasts hart... In 
the operational years, they were not that often seen in central Europe, “hard to get” 
so to speak. There were not that many anyway. Their livery was attractive, like the 
Danish examples with their weathered green paint. So, why not travel to Jutland, 
even in 2006? 
 

Flyvestation Karup 
Karup airbase (FSN) probably will be associated, at first, with numerous interesting 
deployments from overseas. Like Kentucky RF-4C Phantoms during “Best Focus 
1982”. It has never been an F-104 base. Today it houses helicopters only and 
previously hosted 725 and 729 squadrons, flying Saab Draken aircraft. 
Karup, like many airfields, was built by German occupiers during World War II. A very 
large communications bunker of that time, is still in use. The base is one of the 
largest (if not largest) in Europe as far as square metres is concerned. This is partly 
so, because of it being two airfields in a way. The northerly part is the now disused 
Grove airfield, the current runway complex is located on the south side of the 
premises. 
 

 
 

CF-104 Starfighter R-812 as it is  - literal - fading away in history at Flyvestation 
Karup in mid Jutland.   (Karup, 3 May 2006, Bert Oostmeijer) 
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So not a 104 base, but of course Starfighters found their way to it! Like, for instance, 
28’ Gruppo of the AMI on squadron exchange with 729 squadron in 1990.  
During that rotation, one RF-104G experienced a bird strike but the pilot was able to 
land the aircraft successfully. This could very well have ended differently though, 
because the pilot did not have his visor down and the remains of the bird smashed 
into and wounded his face. It was because of his sun glasses, that he still had some 
visibility. 
 

 
 

Another “Zipper” at Karup is CF-104D RT-655.   (3 May 2006, Bert Oostmeijer) 

 
 

Four Starfighters 
Today, four “Zippers” can be found at the base in Jutland. A long time, a fifth 
example was present: CF-104 R-758. This aircraft was used for various training and 
not much remained after intensive use. It has been scrapped. 
In Zipper issue number 53, the history of the F-104 in Denmark was described. In 
total 51 were received: 29 MAP aircraft during the early sixties, supplemented by 22 
former Canadian ones about ten years later. 
Of these 51 Starfighters, 12 were involved in serious accidents. Six pilots 
unfortunately lost their lifes. Taiwan received 18 wfu MAP aircraft, R-758 was 
scrapped and so 20 aircraft remain. The only RDAF F-104G left in Europe is R-756 
(not counting the tail of R-707) and this aircraft is preserved in a museum near 
Coventry in England... Therefore, 19 Starfighters can nowadays be found in 
Denmark: twelve CF-104s and seven CF-104Ds. Their distribution is thought to be as 
follows. 
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Aalborg R-771, R-825 (tail of R-896), R-832, R-851, R-855, RT-657, RT-664 

Egeskov R-814 

Helsingør R-896 (tail of R-707) 

Karup R-757, R-812, RT-655, RT-660 

Skrydstrup RT-662 

Stauning R-888 

Vaerlose RT-654 

Vandel R-704, R-846, RT-667 

 
As Vandel airbase has closed and various wfu airframes have left the site, this might 
also be the case for the three Starfighters. This, however, is not known yet. Besides 
this, it appears that “Jet Warbirds” in Canada has bought three Danish F-104s, being 
R-704 (Vandel), R-846 (Vandel) and R-855 (ex Farum, now Aalborg).  
The aircraft are supposed to be transported to Canada (see Zipper 63, page 7 and 8) 
in the future. 
 
In a little more detail, the four aircraft at FSN Karup are described below, including 
their current status. 
 

R-757 CF-104 c/n 683A-1057 
RCAF 12757 & RCAF 104757, s/o/s 17may72 (1841 f/h) 
RDAF d/d 17may72, Esk 726 (jan75-jul76), Esk 723 (jul76-jun83), l/f 10jun83 (3622 f/h) 
Karup: storage, ex ABD repair training aid, the wings were donated to a technical 
university 

R-812 CF-104 c/n 683A-1112 
RCAF 12812 & CAF 104812, s/o/s 06jun72 (1771 f/h) 
RDAF d/d 07jun72, Esk 726 (may75-dec82), l/f 03dec82 (3249 f/h) 
Karup: rescue training aid, complete aircraft 

RT-655 CF-104D c/n 583A-5325 
RCAF 12655 (d/d 28nov64) & CAF 104655, s/o/s 23feb72 (1095 f/h) 
RDAF d/d 22feb72, Esk 723 (aug76-jan84), Esk 726 (jan84-oct84), l/f 12oct84 (3440 f/h) 
Karup: ABD assessment training aid, complete aircraft (the nose cone is present in a 
hanger) 

RT-660 CF-104D c/n 583A-5330 
RCAF 12660 & CAF 104660, s/o/s 24sep71 (1292 f/h) 
RDAF d/d 20apr72, Esk 726 (nov72-dec83), l/f 28dec83 (3006 f/h) 
Karup: rescue training aid, white c/s, forward and main fuselage only 

 
 
All four Starfighters are formally not part of the inventory of the air force. If they were, 
they would be counted in the context of the CFE treaty. Therefore, all are part of the 
“Flyvevabnets Historiske Samling”. 
 
CF-104D RT-660 is painted white, albeit rather roughly. Why this was done, is not 
known. The serial can be seen trough the paint on the starboard side. 
 
The author would like to thank Mrs. Susan Madsen and Mr. Niels Nielsen of the Danish Air Force, 
FSN Karup, in preparation of this article. 
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Another Karup resident is CF-104 R-757. Its wings are educational material at a 
university nowadays.   (3 May 2006, Bert Oostmeijer) 

 

 
 

The most dreadful of all four aircraft is CF-104D RT-660. Once this was a slim, 
high-performance, beautiful fast jet...   (Karup, 3 May 2006, Bert Oostmeijer) 
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Out of the “old shoe box”... CF-104D 12655 (now RT-655) of the CAF, in 
service with 439 Squadron.   (Woodbridge, 7 August 1969, collection IFS) 

 

 
 

The last picture in this series is of a Danish Starfighter cruising the blue yonder. 
A long time ago, but still as nice as it was back then! Here TF-104G RT-684 is 
seen above Jutland.   (Photographic Centre, 615 Squadron, RDAF) 
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From S to ASA 
 
An overview of the aircraft which have been modified 
to S/ASA configuration.              Part III 

 

 
Marco Muntz 

 

Il F-104S/ASA nell’Aeronautica Militare Italiana – PART III 
 

More than fifteen years the updated version of the F-104Sierra, the F-104S/ASA, operated 
in European skies. The addition of ASA means Aggiornamento Sistema d’Arma or weapon 
systems update. A turbulent start and development of the ASA program finally led to the 
modification of 152 (plus the prototype) aircraft, although the amount of updated 
Starfighters varies in publications related to the Italian F-104. This 3rd part of this article will 
give the 3

rd
 episode of the overview of all 153 F-104S/ASA Starfighters.  

 
36°Stormo - 12°Gruppo – Gioia del Colle AB 
 
After 18°Gruppo the next user of the F-104S/ASA became 12°Gruppo. In the 
summer of 1988 the first ASA examples were received at Gioia del Colle.  
 

 
 
MM6768 was the first F-104S/ASA flying with code 36-05. Here it is seen in 1992.  Note the strange low 
position of the serial, typical for Gioia 104s.                                      (Gioia del Colle.1992,  PacMan) 

 
All markings, including large codes returned in their full glory however the large 
codes soon had to give way to the newer smaller ones. In the beginning of the 
nineties also the green bolt on the tail was replaced by a toned down version. Also 
the wing and squadron badge were to be presented in black. 
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MM6826/36-01  jun89   replaced MM6822 jul88, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 37-04 nov89 
MM6850/36-02  jun89   replaced MM6940 jul88, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 53-07 oct90 
MM6925/36-03  jun89   replace MM6703 jun86, recoded within 12°Gruppo as 36-05  jun87 
MM6768/36-05  oct89   replaced MM6703 apr89, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 51-23 may90 
MM6804/36-06  jul88    replaced MM6935 sep87, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 51-05 dec89 
MM6805/36-06  aug91  replaced MM6804 apr90, recoded within 12°Gruppo as 36-01. sep91 
MM6838/36-10  jun89   replaced MM6942 jul88, to Caselle  ASA  upgrade. 53-13 may90 
MM6825/36-11  mar90  replaced MM6814 oct89, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 37-22 feb93  
MM6806/36-12  may89   replaced MM6824  jul87, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 53-02 jun90   
MM6930/36-13  dec88  replaced MM6800 1988, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 4-1 dec88 
MM6701/36-13  dec91  replaced MM6930 feb90, to 23°Gruppo to become 5-30. may91 
MM6881/36-16  oct89  replaced MM6731 jul89, to 21°Gruppo to become 53-06. feb90 
MM6943/36-20  jun91   
MM6774/36-21  jun90 
MM6818/36-22  may91   replaced MM6875 jun89, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 5-32 jun91 
 

 

 
 
In October 1992 aircraft MM6768 (36-05) received a special paint job for celebrating 50000 hours of flight 
(12 gruppo). Since the paint was easy to remove by washing the aircraft it was only seen very short with this 
mint-green appearance. It stayed 36-05 until the aircraft was phased out mid 90s.  Currently it can be found 
preserved as an F-104G look-alike with serial “3-28” at Dossobueno after some years of storage in 
Bentivoglio scrapyard near Rome..                                     (Gioia Del Colle, October 1992, IFS-collection) 

 

9°Stormo - 10°Gruppo – Grazzanise AB 
 

The sixth front line unit to receive the ASA was 10°Gruppo with the first examples 
assigned to the ‘Picche’ in the spring of 1989. Although the large codes had 
disappeared, the Starfighter adorned full markings including the red picca on the 
intakes referring to the callsign/name of the squadron. During 1994 the markings on 
the 10°Gruppo Starfighters changed drastically when the picca disappeared from the 
intake as well as the large white cloud with the Cavallino Rampante inside. The black 
prouncing horse was now pained in a much smaller cloud on a grey background. 
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MM6808 coded 9-30 was already modified to ASA in 1988. Here it is seen 8 years later when it served 
10Gruppo. Note the nice red picca on the inlet. In 1998 it was put  in storage at Gioia and it was withdrawn 
from use in 2000. Since 2004 it is in use as BDRT aircraft.  (Gioia Del Colle, October 1996, Marco Muntz) 

 

 
 
MM6812 code 9-41 has been flying with 10Gr until its retirement. Here it is seen at the storage flightline at 
Grazzanise. Today it can be found preserved on a pole in Rome Guidonia as 53-21 representing a 21 
Gruppo aircraft.                                                                               (Grazzanise, April 2000, Marco Muntz) 
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MM6810/9-30  may89  replaced MM6740 jan87, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 5-32 jul88 
MM6890/9-31  aug89   replaced MM6936 oct87, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 51-22 jul89 
MM6878/9-31  aug92   replaced MM6890 oct89, to 9°Gruppo to become 4-22. dec90 
MM6929/9-32  aug89   
MM6912/9-33  sep89   replaced MM6737 nov89, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 5-43 aug92 
MM6705/9-33  may91  replaced MM6912 sep90, to 21°Gruppo to become 53-03 1990 
MM6809/9-35  jun89    replaced MM6812 nov87, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 5-36 oct90  
MM6817/9-40  may89    replaced MM6727 jul88, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 9-45 nov90 
MM6721/9-42  may90  replaced MM6762 mar89, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 53-05 apr90 
MM6734/9-43  aug90   replaced MM6816 aug88, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 53-14 sep91 
MM6727/9-45  nov90  replaced MM6939 may88, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 4-20 jul91 
MM6926/9-50  oct89    replaced MM6719 mar89, to 21°Gruppo to become 53-01. may89 
MM6714/9-50  jun91     replaced MM6926 feb90, to 21°Gruppo to become 53-12. jun91 
MM6923/9-51  oct89    replaced MM6708 aug88, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 5-43 90/91 
MM6887/9-51  aug93   replaced MM6923 oct92, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 4-21 aug95 
MM6795/9-52  oct89    replaced MM6769 sep88, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 4-2 aug91 
 

  

 
 

MM6730 “9-33” inside the maintenance hangar at Grazzanise. On 28 January 1997 it crashed into sea 
near Taranto after engine problems. The pilot ejected safely and was picked up by a AB-212 from DDG 
Duran de la penne.                                                     (Grazzanise, 8 May 1996, Frits van Widdershoven) 

 

 

51°Stormo - 22°Gruppo – Istrana AB 
 

At Istrana, the F-104S/ASA period started in autumn 1989. The markings remained 
unchanged, however in 1994 the black circel of the wing emblem (gatto nero) in the 
tail disappeared. 
 
 
MM6914/51-01  feb90    replaced MM6869 feb90, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 4-14 aug91 
MM6739/51-01  jun92    replaced MM6914 aug90, to 10°Gruppo to become 9-42. aug94 
MM6879/51-02  nov90   replaced MM6739 aug90, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 51-01 jun92 
MM6843/51-03  nov90   replaced MM6879 jul89 to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 51-02 nov90 
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MM6839/51-04  mar90   replaced MM6938 feb90, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 4-16  aug93  
MM6848/51-04  mar92   replaced MM6839 apr91, to 9°Gruppo to become 4-6. aug91 
MM6935/51-05  dec89   replaced MM6933 oct86, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 5-33 jun88 
MM6719/51-06  mar91  replaced MM6716 apr90, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 53-21 dec93 
MM6820/51-07  oct89    replaced MM6876 oct89, to 21°Gruppo to become. 53-02 oct89 
MM6934/51-14  oct89   replaced MM6705 aug89, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 9-33 may91 
MM6767/51-15  dec89   replaced MM6717 oct89, to 21°Gruppo to become. 53-??  
MM6937/51-16  jan90    replaced MM6872 sep89, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 53-15 jun91 
MM6941/51-20  aug90   replaced MM6819 aug88, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 53-01 may89 
MM6936/51-22  jul89    replaced MM6774 jan89, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 36-21 jun90 
MM6703/51-23  may90  replaced MM6726 nov88, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 4-21 aug90 
 

 

 
 

 
 

Two times MM6937 “51-16”. On top while receiving some small overhaul at Istrana in February 1993 
and the second photo was taken while returning from a mission at Istrana in July 1993. 
 It flew at least with this code 51-16  till March 1994 before it received new major overhaul and went to 
Grazzanise becoming 9-42. Today it can still be found on the large flightline at Grazzanise between lots 
of other “sleeping” Starfighters.                                                 (Istrana, IFS collection and Diego Bigolin) 
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MM6719 “51-06”  was one of the aircraft participating in a squadron exchange at Leeuwarden Air Base 
in August 1992.                                                                                     (Leeuwarden, August 1992, IFS) 

 

53°Stormo - 21°Gruppo – Cameri AB 
 

The last squadron which received the F-104S/ASA was 21°Gruppo Tigre at Cameri. 
Their transition started in spring 1990. The ASA aircraft which were delivered to  
21°Gruppo came from the inventory of other Gruppi as well as from the nearby 
Aeritalia factory at Torino-Caselle. The aircraft sported large roundels and toned 
down tailmarkings.  
 

 
 

MM6872 “53-15” taxying back after  one of many missions.  Note the typical black serial layout. It was 
one of the last new modified ASAs received by 21 Gruppo when it arrived around June 1991. Today it 
can be found stored without wings at Grazzanise.                        (Cameri, August 1993, Marco Muntz) 
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The codes were painted black instead of the blue/grey codes worn in the second half 
of the eighties. Furthermore the tiger painted on the intake remained in full colour 
and soon all rudders were painted with tiger stripes with some examples receiving a 
yellow background.  
 
 
MM6819/53-01  may89  replaced MM6719 sep89, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 51-06 mar91 
MM6824/53-02  jun90    replaced MM6876 mar90, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 5-40 aug92 
MM6762/53-05  apr90     
MM6940/53-07  oct90    replaced MM6701 mar90, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 36-13 dec91 
MM6815/53-11  mar90   replaced MM6722 oct88, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 5-45 jul91 
MM6942/53-13  may90   
MM6816/53-14  sep90   replaced MM6873 oct88, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 5-35 apr90 
MM6872/53-15  jun91    replaced MM6881 jul88, to Caselle  ASA upgrade. 36-16 oct89   
MM6716/53-21  dec93  
 

  

Next time we will finish this ASA story with a complete line-up of all the 
ASA converted F-104S aircraft in serial following order. 
 
 
 

 

Cover photo captions  

 
FRONT COVER 
 
A magnificent job….the restoration of FX-47. This photo on the front cover gives a 
pure sixties feeling showing the FX-47 wearing the old Belgium colors. However that 
red Peugeot 206…can’t remember if that model was already for sale then…  
The photo was taken at Bevekom in May 2006 by FX-47 projectleader Vincent 
Vanhuysse. Inside country corner (Belgium) more can be found about this project. 
 
BACK COVER 
 
The former German Starfighter 20+99 was converted into the lizard camouflaged 20+05 of 
JG34. Now the Starfighter group at Memmingen has 2 Starfighters in their collection. One in 
the old and one in the last Luftwaffe camouflage style. To add a TF-104G to the collection is 
still be big dream. The photo of this 20+99 “20+05”, has been taken by Michael Schneider 
on July 2nd, this year….just at the moment we were finishing this ZIPPER. 

 
 

 
WHEN YOU HAVE AN INTERESTING COLORFULL PHOTO OF A STARFIGHTER 
WHICH YOU LIKE TO PUBLISH INSIDE A FUTURE ZIPPER, PLEASE SEND IT TO 
HANS KONING. YOU CAN DO THIS SIMPLY BY EMAILING HIM VIA:   
hans.-koning@12move.nl 
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MM6872 “51-16”  has been used by 51 Stormo only until it was converted into ASA in 1991. Then it 
transferred to Cameri.  Here it is seen with 50000 hours colors at Istrana not far before it went to Alenia 
for its ASA modification and IRAN. (Istrana, July 1989, IFS) 

 

 

 
MM6849 “51-03”  landing at homebase Istrana. In 1991 it went to Alenia for ASA modifications. The it 
was handed over to 23 Gruppo. Nowadays it can be found stored at Grazzanise waiting to be 
dismantled or scrapped.                                                               (Istrana, 14 August 1989, Sergio Gava) 
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